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ABSTRACT
Background COVID- 19 has severely affected UK 
endoscopy services with an estimate 86% loss 
of activity during the first wave. Subsequent 
delays in diagnostic and surveillance procedures 
highlight the need for novel solutions to tackle 
the resultant backlog. Transnasal endoscopy 
(TNE) provides an attractive option compared 
with conventional upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy given its limited use of space, no 
sedation and reduced nursing resources.
Our experience We describe piloting and then 
establishing an outpatient model TNE service 
in the pandemic era and the implications on 
resource allocation, training and workforce. We 
also discuss our experiences and outline ways 
in which services can evolve to undertake more 
complex endoscopic diagnostic and therapeutic 
work. Over 90% of patients describe no 
discomfort and those who have previously 
experienced conventional transoral endoscopy 
preferred the transnasal approach. We describe 
a low complication rate (0.8%) comprising 
two episodes of mild epistaxis. The average 
procedure duration was reasonable (9.9±5.0 
min) with full adherence to Joint Advisory Group 
quality standards. All biopsies assessed were 
deemed sufficient for diagnosis including those 
for surveillance procedures.
Discussion TNE can offer a safe, tolerable, 
high- quality service outside of a conventional 
endoscopy setting. Expanding procedural 
capacity without impacting on the current 
endoscopy footprint has great potential in 
recovering endoscopy services following the 
COVID- 19 pandemic. Looking forward, TNE has 
potential to be used both within the endoscopy 
suite as part of therapeutic procedures, or 
outside of the endoscopy unit in outpatient 
clinics, community hospitals, or mobile units 

and to achieve this in a more sustainable and 
environmentally friendly way.

BACKGROUND
Conventional oesophagogastroduoden-
oscopy (c- OGD) is the gold standard 
for diagnosis and surveillance of upper 
gastrointestinal (GI) pathology and makes 

Key messages

 ⇒ Transnasal endoscopy (TNE) uses an ultra- 
thin endoscope to visualise the upper 
gastrointestinal tract and is a safe, well- 
tolerated and resource- efficient alternative 
to conventional transoral endoscopy that 
is currently underused.

 ⇒ As units confront the challenges of 
COVID- 19, the versatility of TNE provides 
a route to recovery, with potential to 
enhance existing services and increase 
productivity.

 ⇒ Seen through the prism of COVID- 19, we 
highlight our experience of establishing 
a TNE service in a non- traditional setting 
and of maintaining key performance 
indicators throughout the roll- out period 
while outlining learning points from 
setting up this service.

 ⇒ Despite the initial investment, TNE 
has numerous future benefits for both 
diagnostic and therapeutic applications, 
including expansion beyond the footprint 
of the endoscopy department and the 
development of novel outpatient services.

 ⇒ TNE procedures may have other wider 
reaching advantages including a reduction 
in plastic use compared with the standard 
transoral route, and a positive effect in 
reducing the environmental impact of 
endoscopy.
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up approximately 50% of GI endoscopic procedures in 
the UK. The 2017 Joint Advisory Group (JAG) census 
reported over 1.2 million OGDs were performed 
annually1 with an estimated 6.8% rise in procedures at 
the subsequent JAG census in 2019.2

There is a substantial need to improve GI endoscopy 
capacity in the UK, with units in the pre- COVID- 19 
era unable to meet their targets for urgent 2- week 
cancer wait (26.3%), routine 6- week DM01 (31.3%) 
and surveillance procedures (36.6%).2 Further impacts 
caused by COVID- 19 have exposed patients to diag-
nostic delay for upper GI cancer with an estimated 759 
oesophageal and 320 gastric cancers missed during the 
COVID- 19- impacted period in the UK,3 and model-
ling studies estimating a 10% increase in oesophageal 
cancer deaths up to 1 year after the pandemic.4

Transnasal endoscopy (TNE) uses an ultra- thin endo-
scope of less than 6 mm diameter via the nasal route and 
is typically performed with the patient sitting upright. 
This offers an elegant solution to several problems 
facing endoscopy services in the post- COVID- 19 era.5 
As an unsedated procedure that bypasses the tongue, 
palate and uvula, TNE minimises stimulation of the 
gag reflex6 and offers excellent patient tolerability 
while the absence of sedation is cost- saving in terms of 
equipment, monitoring, and nursing resources during 
and after the procedure.

TNE has been shown to more than halve aerosol 
generation compared with c- OGD,7 in part due to 
less gagging, and may be further minimised with the 
wearing of surgical masks during the procedure.8 The 
subsequent improvement in patient throughput associ-
ated with reduced recovery time would also minimise 
COVID- 19 transmission.

Technological advances in optical performance, 
channel size and image enhancement now deliver the 
benefits of visual resolution and diagnostic perfor-
mance comparable and often superior to c- OGD.

With a current trend towards green endoscopy9 char-
acterised by waste reduction and sustainable practices, 
the efficiency of TNE would move departments in the 
right direction towards minimising consumption of 
single- use plastics (such as mouthguards, syringes and 
needles) and other equipment required for c- OGD.

These factors, combined with its excellent safety 
profile and minimal cardiorespiratory effects,10 offer 
flexibility for endoscopy to safely expand beyond the 
traditional boundaries of the endoscopy unit and into 
novel outpatient spaces.

Despite these positives, TNE currently remains 
significantly underused. With only 26 685 procedures 
performed in 2019 (comprising less than 3% of all 
OGDs the UK2), TNE has considerable potential to 
scale up and meet the demand of the post- COVID- 19 
landscape. Indeed, the COVID- 19 pandemic may 
provide the stimulus for redefining the way services 
are conceived and delivered in novel and interesting 
ways, such as one- stop outpatient TNE services for 

upper GI symptoms11 or community diagnostic hubs 
coupled with radiology.

Here we describe our experiences of a standalone 
TNE service at St Thomas’ Hospital, reflect on its role 
in the recovery of endoscopy services in the shadow of 
COVID- 19 and describe how we envisage the role of 
TNE in the future.

OUR EXPERIENCE
A standalone TNE service operating between 16:00 
and 19:00 was initially piloted as a weekly list involving 
one consultant and one training fellow from October 
2019 to March 2020, with support provided by otorhi-
nolaryngology (ENT) colleagues and the opportunity 
for trainees in TNE to attend ENT clinics. Full roll- out 
of the service occurred in September 2020, comprising 
three six- patient lists per week covered by nine endos-
copists (four consultants, three fellows and two nurse 
endoscopists) all of whom were already independent 
in c- OGD and had attended a TNE training course. 
While no formal accreditation currently exists, we 
found that endoscopists training in TNE achieved 
procedural independence after approximately 10–15 
observed procedures.

Lists were constructed the same as c- OGD, with one 
point per TNE procedure. The lists operated within 
pre- existing job plans for doctors and nurses and, by 
using an unused clinical space, did not impact on other 
endoscopy activities.

Funding for the service was secured from a business 
case submitted to remedy 6- week wait targets, and 
the service was incorporated within our department’s 
standard operating procedure.

All patients referred for OGD were screened by a 
senior endoscopy nurse and offered an unsedated TNE 
within the inclusion and exclusion criteria (table 1). 
As TNE was carried out on an ambulatory pathway 
running out- of- hours, it was felt that high- risk patients 
would be excluded initially. Patient demographics and 
indications for procedures are highlighted in online 
supplemental appendix 1.

On the day of the procedure, patients were pre- 
assessed by endoscopy nurses and given 50 mL of a 
mucolytic drink to enhance mucosal visualisation 
(consisting of 40 mL N- acetylcysteine (1:25 dilution) 
and 30 drops of Infacol made up to 1000 mL with 
water). Standard consent was obtained, and patients 
were given nasal preparation with 5% lidocaine/0.5% 
phenylephrine topical solution 5–10 min before the 
procedure.6

Procedures were carried out in an unused bowel 
preparation room located within the endoscopy unit 
which, at 14.6 air changes per hour, had the same 
ventilation as standard endoscopy rooms.

Procedures were performed by one endoscopist 
assisted by one nurse (band 5 level) and one health-
care assistant. All patients were scoped in a seated 
position but transferred to the left lateral position if 
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the procedure required conversion to an oral route. 
Fujifilm ultra- thin endoscopes (700 series) were used 
for the initial pilot phase with the addition of Olympus 
XP290N endoscopes for the roll- out phase. A portable 
suction device was used. Biopsies were taken with 
paediatric biopsy forceps in all cases.

Of the 225 procedures (comprising 98 from the 
pilot and 127 from the full roll- out), there were 209 
completed TNE procedures (defined as successful nasal 
and oesophageal intubation with subsequent exam-
ination of the upper GI tract to achieve the clinical 
intent without needing to abort the procedure due to 
patient factors), giving an unadjusted TNE completion 
rate of 92.9%. This included three patients in whom 
initial discomfort with TNE was remedied with the 
adjunctive use of nitrous oxide and oxygen mixture 
(ENTONOX) to successfully complete the transnasal 
procedure and six patients in whom ENTONOX was 
used pre- emptively to achieve the same result.

Reasons for the 16 incomplete procedures were 
difficult nasal intubation (n=7), patient intolerance at 

any point during the procedure (n=8) and food in the 
stomach (n=1). The 3.1% failure rate of nasal intuba-
tion was comparable with other TNE studies showing 
rates of 3%–8%.6

Of these initially incomplete procedures, 5 of 16 
were completed as an unsedated transoral endoscopy 
using the ultra- thin scope, giving an adjusted comple-
tion rate of 95.1% (214 of 225). Total procedure 
length was 9.9±5 min, with the longest procedures 
occurring in those requiring conversion to a transoral 
route.

Of those patients who underwent a successful 
TNE procedure, 98.1% achieved D2 intubation and 
all successfully performed a retroflexion procedure 
(table 2). Inlet patch detection was 5.7% and compa-
rable with the background rate.12

Comfort scores were documented in 190 of 225 
procedures. Of these cases, 176 (92.6%) had no or 
minimal discomfort, and only 8 of 190 (4.2%) docu-
mented severe discomfort or were unable to tolerate 
the procedure.

Table 1 Summary of inclusion and exclusion criteria for commencing a standalone outpatient transnasal service

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

1. Any patient ASA grade II or less who requires standard 
diagnostic gastroscopy (including 2- week wait patients)

2. Barrett’s oesophagus short segment (<3 cm)
3. Eosinophilic oesophagitis assessment and biopsies
4. Gastric intestinal metaplasia surveillance
5. Post- HALO radiofrequency ablation surveillance (>2 

years from procedure)

1. ASA grade III and IV
2. Unable to stop aspirin/clopidogrel*
3. Current use of DOAC*
4. Check ulcer healing†
5. Barrett’s oesophagus surveillance >3 cm
6. Any intervention required/expected
7. Helicobacter pylori culture
8. Duodenal biopsies for coeliac assessment (type 1/2 refractory)
9. Nasal surgery/fractures/septal deviation/recurrent epistaxis (unless cleared by 

ENT)
10. 12 months following endoscopic eradication therapy for Barrett’s (either RFA or 

EMR)

*Continuing antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapy as per BSG/ESGE ‘low- risk procedure’ guidelines27 are relative indications for inclusion for performing 
TNE once training phase is complete.
†Check of gastric ulcer healing can also be considered for inclusion based on risk of needing endoscopic therapy.
ASA, American Society of Anaesthesiologists; BSG, British Society of Gastroenterology; DOAC, direct acting oral anticoagulants; EMR, endoscopic mucosal 
resection; ENT, otorhinolaryngology; ESGE, European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy; RFA, radiofrequency ablation; TNE, transnasal endoscopy.

Table 2 Summary of TNE procedures during the full roll- out of the service

All completed procedures 
via the transnasal route 
only (n=209)*

All attempted procedures (n=225)

Attempts via transnasal route
(n=225)

Attempts with subsequent conversion to oral 
route if permitted (n=214)†

Oesophageal intubation 209/209 (100%) 211/225‡ (93.8%) 216/225 (96.0%)
J manoeuvre rate 209/209 (100%) 211/225‡ (93.8%) 216/225 (96%)
D2 intubation 205/209§ (98.1%) 205/225 (91.1%) 210/225 (93.3%)
Inlet patch detection 13/209 (6.2%) 13/225 (5.7%) 13/225 (5.7%)

*Two hundred twenty- five procedures were performed of which 209 patients had a completed TNE in which the clinical intention was achieved.
†Of these 16 incomplete procedures, a further 5 patients for whom the nasal route was unsuccessful were successfully converted to the oral route; there 
were also 3 patients who also did not tolerate the oral route either.
‡Of the 16 incomplete procedures, 2 patients had examinations of the oesophagus and stomach in retroflexion before withdrawing consent, giving a 
figure of 211.
§Four of these patients scoped for Barrett’s or EoE surveillance did not have D2 intubation as they had recent completed examinations.
EoE, eosinophilic oesophagitis; TNE, transnasal endoscopy.
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A post- procedure survey collected feedback on the 
service in 29 patients. Eleven had previously under-
gone upper GI endoscopy (37.9%), of which 10 (91%) 
found TNE more comfortable than a c- OGD. Only one 
patient (9.1%) preferred a standard transoral OGD.

Two cases of mild epistaxis gave an overall compli-
cation rate of 0.88%. One required a period of obser-
vation in the recovery suite and treatment with a silver 
nitrate stick while the other resolved spontaneously; 
both were discharged the same day. Retrospective 
review of notes revealed no delayed complications 
(including epistaxis, sinusitis or pain) up to 30 days 
post- procedure, with 8- day readmission rates and 
30- day mortality rates both zero.

Biopsies were taken in 95 procedures, totalling 
448 individual biopsy samples. The average size of 
the largest biopsy was 4.27 mm3. All sets of biopsies 
were deemed sufficient for analysis and diagnosis; this 
included sets taken for the diagnosis or assessment of 
eosinophilic oesophagitis (EoE) (n=42) and Barrett’s 
oesophagus (n=12).

DISCUSSION
The current status of TNE
With the exception of Japan, the worldwide uptake of 
TNE has so far been low, with one study from 2016 
demonstrating 9% of hospitals and 34% of clinics 
used TNE as first line in Japan compared with 1% 
worldwide.13 This is also reflected in the low number 
of procedures recorded in the 2019 JAG census. The 
slow adoption of TNE may reflect the current lack 
of formal training and accreditation that make TNE 
appear daunting or inaccessible; however, our depart-
ment’s experience of TNE as easy to learn despite the 
varying levels of prior endoscopic experience mirrors 
prior work illustrating the quick learning curve with 
TNE.14

Our experience has highlighted that a standalone 
TNE service is safe and effective and has numerous 
benefits that justify an expanded role in tackling the 
backlog of upper GI procedures as endoscopy units 
recover from the impact of the COVID- 19 pandemic 
(see table 3).

Existing literature has previously demonstrated that 
TNE is a comparable alternative to c- OGD as a diag-
nostic modality for numerous GI pathologies.5 Here, 
the inlet patch detection, a proposed surrogate of 
endoscopic quality, was 5.7% and comparable with 
the background rate from c- OGD,15 which suggests a 
similar degree of mucosal inspection quality. We used 
a mucolytic drink which provided excellent mucosal 
visualisation. However, data on the quality of mucosal 
visualisation in TNE with this approach compared with 
c- OGD are lacking and further studies are warranted 
in this area.

Prior data also highlight the safety and tolerability of 
TNE which our data confirm, with the 0.88% epistaxis 
rate comparable with the 0.85%–2% seen in other 

large series16 17 and with no other recorded immediate 
or delayed complications. A total of 92.6% of patients 
had no or mild discomfort suggesting that TNE is 
well tolerated and mirrors the considerable evidence 
favouring TNE over unsedated c- OGD.6 In the few 
times TNE was poorly tolerated, our novel use of 
ENTONOX as an adjunct to topical nasal preparation 
allowed completion in three cases and offers an inno-
vative solution in further improving patient comfort, 
while obviating the need for repeat procedures with 
sedation or general anaesthetic.

TNE also permits comparable histological sampling. 
Despite its 2.4 mm working channel, the finding 
that all biopsies were of sufficient diagnostic quality 
mirrors data elsewhere on the high performance of 
TNE biopsies.18 19 Their performance here in all cases 
of EoE and short- segment Barrett’s oesophagus lends 
support to an expanded role of TNE in the surveil-
lance and follow- up of these conditions, although 
further work comparing dysplasia detection rates in 
Barrett’s oesophagus between TNE and c- OGD would 
be welcomed.

With workforce shortfalls relating to COVID- 19 
illness and isolation, limiting numbers within an 
endoscopy room has clear financial, staffing and infec-
tion control advantages. Our TNE model, with the use 
of one trained nurse rather than the mandated two 
nurses for c- OGD, helps maintain efficient staffing 
levels. Additionally, due to higher tolerability from 
less retching and stimulation of the gag reflex,6 10 the 
typical aerosol generation risk from c- OGD is theo-
retically lower with TNE7 and may be further limited 
by use of a surgical mask to reduce droplet dispersal 
via the mouth.8 It should be recognised that some 
areas outside the endoscopy footprint may have lower 
ventilation and air exchange, although the above 
measures combined with robust pre- assessment and 
pre- procedural COVID- 19 testing would counter this.

It should be acknowledged that there are barriers 
to establishing a TNE service (see table 3). Foremost 
is the upfront investment in hardware that includes 
connectors for drying cabinets and a sufficient inven-
tory of scopes; this is especially pertinent for services 
set up outside the footprint of the endoscopy depart-
ment where equipment must be transported to and 
from the unit. However, it stands to reason that the 
short- term start- up cost would soon be repaid by the 
long- term gains in capacity provided by the service 
as waiting lists are tackled and pressures on services 
are alleviated. This issue could be addressed by future 
work and detailed cost- analyses to establish the finan-
cial benefits of a TNE service and pave the way for 
more widespread TNE provision.

The COVID- 19 pandemic has been undoubtedly 
disastrous for healthcare systems globally, but this 
adversity should provide the impetus for novel and 
innovative service development and any designs should 
arguably have TNE at its core.
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The future of TNE
The versatility of a TNE service allows for a dynamic 
approach to its future placement within a service, in 
both diagnostic and therapeutic situations (summa-
rised in table 4).

From a diagnostic perspective, there is the potential 
to use a TNE service within outpatient clinics, including 
specialist clinics for the assessment of patients with 
portal hypertension.20 21

Furthermore, this technology lends itself readily to 
the evaluation of patients with dysphagia11 potentially 
alongside an oesophageal physiology service as part of 
a ‘one- stop clinic’.

Another potential use of the manoeuvrability of a 
transnasal portable stack and scope is to investigate 
inpatients as part of a triage service that could include 
suspected upper GI bleeding22 and thereby assist 

with early discharge and improved patient flow. TNE 
services could easily expand to community clinics and 
hospitals to improve access to services, or in mobile 
units as part of wider surveillance strategies as has 
been previously demonstrated for the investigation of 
patients with Barrett’s oesophagus.23

Therapeutic options for TNE include the potential 
for procedures to support the nutrition of complex or 
high- risk patients such as a TNE approach for NJ tube 
insertion24 or PEG placement through either a direct 
puncture (Pexact) or pull- through technique.12

TNE may also guide stricture characterisation by 
using an ultra- thin scope to assess stricture length 
and angulation as well as obtaining accurate histology 
prior to subsequent management. It may also have a 
role in direct observation of balloon dilatation of the 

Table 3 Potential advantages and foreseeable challenges of establishing a TNE service in a COVID- 19 era

Features of a TNE service
Potential benefits applicable to a post- 
COVID- 19 era Potential challenges

Pre- procedure 
considerations

Utilisation of space otherwise not 
used for endoscopic procedures, 
which may be inside or outside the 
endoscopy unit footprint (eg, bowel 
preparation rooms, capsule endoscopy 
rooms, physiology rooms, outpatient 
clinics, etc)

Increased capacity for patient procedures 
without significant restrictions to other 
services

Not all hospitals will have a suitable area to 
repurpose. If operating outside the endoscopy 
unit, a larger inventory of scopes may be 
required to ensure sufficient equipment to run 
the list.
This financial outlay for this and other resources 
may be offset by the increased productivity from 
using previously unused areas for TNE.

Twilight/evening endoscopy timings Extended timings without large staffing 
requirements

May not fall within the existing job plans 
of all endoscopy departments. May be met 
by appropriate restructuring of resources as 
ultimately less staff are needed for a TNE list.

Shallow learning curve to training of 
new operators14

Ability to expand services to both medical and 
non- medical endoscopists and build resilience 
in staffing and general departmental skillset

ENT support needed within the training phase.
There may be a transient drop- off in procedure 
completion rates as new endoscopists are 
trained up that should improve once procedural 
independence has been achieved.

Intraprocedural 
considerations

Single nurse assistant Ability to expand endoscopy services without 
significant increase in staffing requirement

Nursing staff require initial training to assist 
with TNE procedures.

TNE procedure associated with less 
coughing/gagging

Theoretical reduction in aerosols7 8 Reduced ventilation and air exchange in some 
outpatient areas, although can be counteracted 
by robust pre- procedural COVID- 19 testing; use 
of face mask to cover the patient’s mouth may 
provide further aerosol reduction.8

Unsedated procedure Total patient interaction time likely to be 
shorter, thereby improving turnaround time 
and patient flow

There may be the occasional need to convert 
a failed nasal intubation to the oral route in 
a patient who hasn’t received sedation. This 
is generally more comfortable than c- OGD 
without sedation, and ENTONOX can be used 
adjunctively.

Improved patient tolerability 
when compared with unsedated 
conventional transoral endoscopy

Theoretical improved lesion detection rate in 
comfortable patients

Some patients will still find the procedural 
uncomfortable. This can be ameliorated by 
adjunctive use of ENTONOX as noted above.

Post- procedure 
considerations

Better patient tolerability Improved compliance and attendance for 
repeat procedures (surveillance, etc)

As above

Immediate discharge from endoscopy 
procedure room

No requirement for social distancing in 
endoscopy recovery or interference with other 
endoscopy department patient flow

None significant foreseen

c- OGD, conventional oesophagogastroduodenoscopy; TNE, transnasal endoscopy.
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cricopharyngeus or proximal oesophageal strictures25 
or to assist alongside another scope, either as part of 
a combined antegrade–retrograde endoscopic dilata-
tion procedure26 or to provide traction in endoscopic 
submucosal dissection technique.

Green endoscopy
With a drive towards a more environmentally friendly 
approach to endoscopic practice,9 TNE may have some 
clear advantages over standard transoral approaches. 
These benefits may be modest but could be part of a 
wider series of changes that reduce the carbon foot-
print of endoscopy. While this is yet to be studied 
in detail, there is a theoretical reduction in plastic, 
including lack of need for mouthguard and plastic 
syringes for sedation. There are also the benefits of 
patients being able to be discharged directly without 
requiring a chaperone and hence the indirect advan-
tages of patients able to use public transport more 
easily for a procedure rather than an over- reliance on 
cars.

CONCLUSION
TNE has been demonstrated to be a safe, effective and 
well- tolerated alternative to c- OGD but is underused 
despite its potential for scaling up to meet the increasing 
demands in a post- COVID- 19 workplace. In a time 
of mounting pressures on endoscopy services, the 
productive output generated from a smaller footprint 
of resources should make TNE central to the future of 
upper GI endoscopy, whether as an adjunct to c- OGD 
in traditional hospital settings or supplanting c- OGD 
as a first- line investigation in a breadth of new and 
exciting outpatient services.
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Demographic Number of cases (%) 

Age (years)  44.74 +/- 14.95 (range 19.6 - 97.9 years) 

Gender M/F 108/117 (48%/52%) 

Indication (new) 

  Reflux/atypical chest pain 

  Dyspepsia/epigastric pain 

  Dysphagia 

  Globus/oropharyngeal symptoms 

  Nausea/vomiting 

  Anaemia assessment 

  Weight loss 

  Other 

80/225 (35.6%) 

35/225 (15.6%) 

28/225 (12.4%) 

18/225 (8%) 

10/225 (4.4%) 

7/225 (3.1%) 

2/225 (0.9%) 

16/225 (7.1%) 

Indication (follow-up/surveillance) 

  Barrett's oesophagus 

  Eosinophilic oesophagitis 
11/225 (4.9%) 

18/225 (8%) 

 

Appendix 1. Demographics and indications for transnasal endoscopy from our training experience 
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